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n      Gold inched higher yesterday, as investors anticipated the U.S central bank
monetary policy meeting this week that is expected to boost interest rates,
and ahead of a U.S and North Korea summit. This matter could be a mixed
bag for the gold market.

n  Spot gold gained 0.1 percent to $1,299.83 ounce. U.S gold futures for August
delivery settled up 50 cents or 0.04 percent at $1,303.20 per ounce. Obviously,
a negative public spectacle would not play well in global markets and create
some strong safe haven demand, but that is a low probability.

.

n The U.S Federal Reserve will likely raise its target interest rate to above the
rate of inflation for the first time in a decade, seeking to sustain the second-
longest U.S expansion on record while continuing to edge rates higher.

n With the geopolitical risk with North Korea and the Fed rate hike being baked
into the market, there�s really no downside potential for gold. Only upside
potential if something doesn�t dust the market.

n Weighing on gold were encouraging signs from U.S President Donald Trump
about a summit with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un in Singapore on
denuclearization efforts, dimming gold's safe haven attraction.

n The market opened predictably quiet ahead of the abundance of risk events
this week and wholly ignored President Trump going rogue at the G7. Geopolitical
risk moderating, the Fed and the European Central Bank (ECB) would guide
gold's near-term fate.

n Gold is range bound at present until after the FOMC meeting concludes and
the market absorbs the statement and signals for next interest rate increase.
The real variable or mystery is gold and market response to the Trump-Kim
summit in Singapore.

Gold markets pulled back to the $1294 level before

bouncing, reaching towards the $1300 level which has

been resistance. The market will eventually break out

above there, but it might take several attempts to do

so. If it do clear that general area, the market is likely

going to go to the $1308 level, and then break out

above there to go towards $1325 level. In the meantime,

Economists think that short-term pullbacks continue

to offer plenty of support, especially considering that

the uptrend line has held so reliably underneath. It�s

not until it break down below the $1290 level that

would be concerned. In general, Gold will be reactive

to what�s going on between the United States and

North Korea, and of course the sudden spat that it

had seen between several G7 members, not the least

of which would be the United States and Canada.

There is the possibility of volatility due to these issues.
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n Gold prices continued to be range bound as

expected the Fed will not only hike interest rates

n The metal had managed a small weekly return of
about 0.3% last week after challenging the closely
watched $1,300 line

n The dollar index was steady against a basket of

major currencies

n Higher interest rates dent the appeal of non-

interest bearing assets like gold. Yet gold climbed

higher

n Gold prices continued to hover around the

psychological ly important $1,300 level
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n       Oil prices edged up alongside global markets today as U.S President Donald
Trump said a summit in Singapore with North Korea�s Kim Jong Un had made
�a lot of progress,� boosting hopes of a deal to end a nuclear standoff on the
Korean peninsula.

n Markets were held back by signs that output is rising from top producers Russia,

the United States and Saudi Arabia. Brent crude futures were trading at $76.55

a barrel, up 9 cents or 0.1 percent on their last close. U.S West Texas Intermediate

(WTI) crude futures were at $66.24 a barrel, up 14 cents, or 0.2 percent.

n Oil prices edged up on cautious optimism over the outcome of a summit
between U.S President Donald Trump and North Korean leader Kim Jong Un
in Singapore.

n Movements in crude markets were limited as investors were reluctant to take

on large new positions ahead of a meeting between producer cartel OPEC and

some of its allies on June 22.

n Crude has been supported by healthy demand and voluntary production cuts
led by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), but oil
markets were also currently heavily driven by public policy events and statements.

n Global markets edged up as the highly anticipated U.S and Korea summit got
underway in Singapore amid expressions of goodwill. Any positive outcome
could be good news for markets.

n In oil market fundamentals, however, not all things point to higher prices, with
output from the three biggest producers, Russia, the United States and Saudi
Arabia on the rise.

The WTI Crude Oil market went sideways before

bouncing a bit yesterday, as the $65 level offered

support. That support extends down to the $64 level,

and Economists think that this bounce of course is a

sign of stability that the market needs. If it can break

above the $66.25 level, at that point the market should

then go to the $67 level, perhaps even the $68 level.

It anticipate a lot of noise in this market, and it�s only

a matter of time before it get violent moves in both

directions as there are many pieces. Because of this,

it would keep position size is small and focus more on

the back and forth than anything else. Brent markets

fell a bit yesterday but found enough support near the

$75.50 level before rallying again. By doing so, it wiped

out the losses early in the day, and it�s only a matter

time before buyers coming back into this market,

perhaps reaching towards the $70 level above.

n Oil prices ends higher on production risks, even

after report of higher Saudi output

n Oil prices settled higher, getting a lift from expected

supply disruptions in Iran and Venezuela

n U.S oil producers have increased the number of

active rigs for a third week running

n In the United States, output has risen by almost

a third in the last two years, to a U.S record of

10.8 million bpd.

n Russian production has reportedly climbed from

below 11 million barrels per day (bpd) to 11.1

million bpd in early June
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n Silver prices rallied yesterday to seven-week highs as demand rose solidly on
the safe haven and alternative investment. Silver rose to $16.88 an ounce from
the opening of $16.76, with an intraday high at $16.92, and a low at $16.73.

n Silver's advance comes amid growing tensions in the market as the global
trade dispute between US and allies deepens, souring risk appetite. Otherwise,
US dollar fell at the week's open, underpinning silver as investors remain
cautious ahead of crucial central bank meetings around the globe this week.

n Large speculators upped their bullish stance in silver during the most recent
reporting week for data compiled by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission.
The price action reflected those changes in positioning. During the week-long
period to June 4 that was covered by the report.

n Meanwhile, in silver futures, money managers upped their net-long position
to 4,619 lots from 791 the week before. This was mainly due to fresh buying,
as gross longs climbed by 3,721 contracts.

n Silver showed �signs of life� as the gold/silver ratio hit a four-month low.  The
ratio measures how many ounces of silver it takes to buy an ounce of gold. A
decline means an outperformance by silver prices, and vice-versa.

n Price action will likely remain muted/slightly weaker heading into the meeting,
but a �dovish hike� and talk of an inflation overshoot could be the catalyst needed
to reignite spec interest.

n Net long or short positioning in the CFTC data reflect the difference between
the total number of bullish (long) and bearish (short) contracts. Investors monitor
the data to gauge the general mood of speculators, although excessively high
or low numbers are viewed by many as signs of overbought or oversold markets
that may be ripe for price corrections.

Silver markets initially try to rally yesterday but found

the $16.90 level to be far too resistive to continue

going higher. It pulled back from there but found plenty

of support near the $16.75 level to turn around and

rally towards the highs again. Now that is breaking

above there, it�s very likely that it is going to the $17

level above. If it can clear that level, then the market

should continue to go towards the $17.25 level above.

There will be buyers looking at picking up a bit of

value, and that this market is extraordinarily volatile

as per usual, so Economists think at this point it should

probably look at pullbacks as an opportunity to pick

up a little bit of silver, perhaps either in a small position,

or perhaps even physical for longer-term investment

trade. Market players believe that eventually sober

will continue to reach towards the $20 level, and

beyond there.

n Silver gained 0.8 percent to $16.87 an ounce,
after hitting a seven-week high of $16.95 earlier
in the session

n A lot of financial interest in this depository, with
silver and other commodities coming here

n The U.S dollar index is slightly higher following

recent selling pressure

n It�s widely believed the FOMC will rise interest
rates by 0.25% at the conclusion of the meeting

n Silver futures hit a six-week high, are within a
whisker of hitting the key $17.00 level, as the
bulls have technical momentum on their side
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